Time savings for teachers

So long, writing assessments and hand-scoring! With pre-built, standard-by-standard assessments, teachers can devote more time to supporting instruction for students instead of creating and scoring assessments.

Healthy learning mindsets for students

Empowered students are engaged students. Navvy students feel ownership of their learning journey and have multiple opportunities to succeed while earning digital micro-credentials.

A clear picture of where your students are throughout the year

No more end of year “surprises”. Navvy Assessments mirror the rigor of the standard, as summative assessments do. This alignment ensures the student progress you see in Navvy is in sync with end-of-year results.

Assessment as learning

Time spent on Navvy is time spent on learning! Classroom embedded assessments are active and engaging learning activities designed to build understanding. They are available on-demand, allowing you to assess any combination of standards to reflect your local scope and sequence.

Actionable and insightful feedback

Instructional time—reclaimed. Know exactly which students have (and have not yet) achieved mastery on a particular standard. Students can then be grouped for personalized instruction using Navvy instructional materials to deliver targeted support.

Contact your Assessment Consultant to request a demo and visit PearsonAssessments.com/navvy to learn more about how Navvy can accelerate learning in your district.